Cognitive Processes for

BANKING

INTELLIGENT CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

AUGMENTED PROCESS INTELLIGENCE

ENGAGE

AMPLIFY

Customer Segmentation & Targeting
Wealth Management
Investment Insights

Cognitive Call Centers
Debt Risk Management
Regulatory Compliance

Banking-Optimized AI Solutions
WEALTH AND CLIENT ADVISORY INSIGHTS
Deliver AI powered advisor cockpit with recommendations to wealth and financial
advisors, allowing them to scale their expertise to manage more clients and also
increase client intimacy.

RETAIL INVESTOR INSIGHTS
Personalize equity insights to retail consumers based on their prior trading history,
market trends, news feeds, and market changes. Customize investment and trading
decisions based on real-time market data.

BANKING COMPLIANCE INSIGHTS
Apply machine-learning automation to reduce compliance risk incidents associated
with key banking processes such as AML, KYC, fraud, complaints, and information
governance while reducing operating costs.

“

SECURITIES AND RESEARCH INSIGHTS
Personalize engagement with institutional clients. Improve research quality through
real-time equity insights. Customize investment and trading decisions based on
real-time market data.

Example: Trading Intelligence

Recommendations with reasons is a killer AI capability that differentiates
CognitiveScale from many other AI companies we’ve evaluated.
Head of AI,
Multinational Financial Services Company
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Cognitive Banking Processes: Built on an AI Lifecycle Management Platform
CognitiveScale built the world’s first industry-optimized augmented intelligence
platform that delivers systems of intelligent
engagement that replicate human-like cognitive abilities in software, such as memory,
sequencing, perception, anticipation, problem solving, and decision making.
CognitiveScale radically simplifies the design, development, deployment, and management of enterprise-grade AI solutions
across its lifecycle for each industry–from
the design and composition of intelligent
agents, to the orchestration and dynamic
optimization of rich domain models and the
curation of industry data that feeds into the
models.

Quick Time to Value
START

CognitiveScale customers place a premium on quickly unlocking the power of
AI. That we why employ our one-of-a-kind 10-10-10 methodology to deploy AI
software in customers’ production environments. The result is much faster time
to market and value, avoiding the delays and uncertain outcomes that are so
common with AI “science projects”.

Discovery Workshop

10 HOURS – MODEL
Model a use case and set up environment for developers and data scientists
10 DAYS – CONFIGURE
Build a functioning prototype using your data and expertise
10 WEEKS – DEPLOY
Deploy a live AI powered system and develop expertise in-house

WEEKS

Your AI
System

HOURS

DAYS

CognitiveScale’s Augmented Intelligence software helps businesses apply Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain technology to solve complex business
problems at scale for financial services, healthcare, and digital commerce markets. The company’s award-winning software is being used by global leaders
such as USAA, Morgan Stanley, NBC, JPMorgan Chase, ExxonMobil, and MD Anderson to increase user engagement, improve decision-making, and deploy
self-learning and self-assuring business processes. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, CognitiveScale has offices in New York, London, and Hyderabad, India,
and is funded by Norwest Venture Partners, Intel Capital, IBM Watson, M12, and USAA.
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